
Submarine Sandwiches – You can tell students that you are going to tell them a story 
about a situation that happened at a school. The story goes something like this: One 
time a teacher took her students on field trips related to projects that they were working 
on. At one point, they went to several places on the same day in Little Rock to gather 
research. Some parents helped and four field trips were scheduled in one day. Four 
students went to the Museum of Discovery, five went to the Little Rock Zoo, eight went 
to the State Capitol and the five remaining students went to the Clinton Library. There 
was a problem around lunch time though. The problem the teacher and students ran 
into was that the school cafeteria staff had made seventeen submarine sandwiches for 
the kids for lunch. They gave three sandwiches to the four kids going to the Museum of 
Discovery. The five kids going to the Zoo got four subs. The eight kids going to the 
Capitol go seven subs, and that left three subs for the five kids going to the Clinton 
Library. The students couldn’t eat with each other because they were in different parts 
of the city at lunch time. The next day after talking about the trips, several of the kids 
complained that it hadn’t been fair, that some kids got more to eat. What do you think 
about this? Were they right? Because if they were, I would really like to work out a fair 
system – one where I would know how many subs each group should get. 

 
As you tell the story, place the pictures on the board to help kids keep things straight. 
After posing the questions above, ask the students to turn to the person they are sitting 
next to and talk for a few minutes about whether you think the situation was fair. Walk 
around to the different pairs and listen to their responses. I’m sure there will be some 
difference of opinions during the children’s disucssions and let the comments the 
children make help drive your questions. 

 
After the students have had plenty of time to discuss, ask your class the following two 
questions: “How much did each child in each group get, assuming the subs were all 
shared equally in each group? And which group got the most?” Write these questions 
on the board or overhead so the children can see them. Several students will probably 
voice their opinion and you can reply, “Well, let’s check it out and see. Let’s investigate 
a bit, prove your ideas, and we’ll have a discussion after we’ve worked on it some. Use 
any materials you want, or make drawings to help you prove your thinking. We’ll share 
our thinking when everyone feels he or she has had enough time to work on this.” 

 
As the children work on the problems, visit each group to see how they are doing and 
question them independent of the whole class. As you move from group to group your 
questions will probably change in relation to what the children are investigating and the 
ideas and strategies each child is in the process of constructing. After groups have a 
clear understanding of how they want to solve the problem, give them some large paper 
(butcher paper) to write their strategies and answers to both problems in preparation for 
the next day’s math congress. 
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How much did each child in 
each group get, assuming the 
sandwiches were all shared 

equally in each group? 
 
 

Which group got the most? 
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